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The economy keeps ticking along, but some people seem to have soured on Brooklyn. To be fair,
compared to the record and near-record sales figures of 2014-2016, the borough did experience a
decline in deal volume last year. But too many naysayers are looking at the forest and missing the
trees. While boom markets might be scuffling temporarily, there are neighborhoods across the
borough that are picking up the slack.

According to a recent GFI report, “Brooklyn: Still Growing Strong,” many Brooklyn areas still show
incredible promise. Neighborhoods like Bedford-Stuyvesant, Prospect Lefferts Gardens and
Flatbush each saw permits and plans being filed in great numbers last year, showing investors’
continued confidence in these areas.

At GFI Realty, our brokers are seeing this play out in numerous Central and South Brooklyn
neighborhoods. Shlomo Antebi is exclusively marketing a 38-unit walk-up in Flatbush, and Erik
Yankelovich is exclusively marketing a 17-unit walk-up in Prospect Lefferts Gardens. The common
denominator between these assets? Both property owners recently made capital improvements.
Due to the continued strength of these areas, they are able to sell now, to buyers seeking properties
that will benefit from the continued upward momentum of these neighborhoods.

While Flatbush and Prospect Lefferts Gardens are two of the strongest examples, other areas are
also rising, resulting in opportunities for both sellers and buyers. Yankelovich is exclusively
marketing a 37-unit corner building in Bensonhurst and Nate Pilchik is exclusively marketing 2573
Pitkin Ave., an East New York mixed-use property with four apartments and three retail spaces. East
New York and Bensonhurst are both in the early-to-mid stages of revitalization, and in today’s
market, many patient investors seeking to buy at a lower basis than they could get in areas like
Prospect Lefferts Gardens are turning to these neighborhoods to park their capital for the long term. 

With a population that grew by about 250,000 people in the past 20 years, Brooklyn’s star continues
to shine bright. So even if the northern sections of the borough have lost a step in the past year,
Central and South Brooklyn have more than made up for it. 
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